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Comprehending the Light
Welcome Home Soul Family of Light!
SMILE Soul Power is here to offer:
Encouragement, Enlightenment, & Empowerment
ENCOURAGEMENT to never lose hope and to keep the Faith in the power
of Heaven within your Soul.
ENLIGHTENMENT to help remind you to attune to your inner Truth and
bring more and more light transmissions to light up your Soul through
these inspired messages.
EMPOWERMENT by pointing out your own powers of Soul perception, the
Holy Spirit within, and highlighting your own Soul powers of discernment,
love, and peace, and also directing your attention within to your Soul
power of vibrational mastery through Love of God and attunement to
Divine Will.

Comprehending the Light
Scientists say that after all the Universe is made up of “mind stuff”.
Our context of Being is LIGHT.
We are at once electric LIGHT, and magnetic LOVE.
In order to KNOW ourselves, we need to be able to comprehend the light.
The light of consciousness creates matter. It is part of who we are and
what we use to make up reality.
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The other part is the magnetic aspect of our being, LOVE.
As we identify with our true nature of LOVE-LIGHT, we can navigate life
and become conscious creators.

Think of these things:
Energy-Light-Ether-Information-Prana-Plasma
What do they all have in common?
They are all part of the electromagnectic field that make up our being and
our reality.
When we comprehend the LIGHT, that means that we can translate any of
the things above into information.
We are Information
Generators
Processors
Transmitters
& Receivers
As Nikola Tesla says:
If you want to understand the Universe think in terms
of ENERGY, FREQUENCY, & VIBRATION.
Now what I’m saying is think in terms of BEING “one with”
and the master of:
ENERGY, FREQUENCY, & VIBRATION.
When you become one with it, you can comprehend the information
within it.
Experiment by yourself.
Every truth can be proven to yourself.
Here’s an example:
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“I felt the energy of anger. I thought of it as energy that contained
information. I sat in my meditation chair and got still.
The truth in the energy presented itself:
“There is a secret involved and your soul wants you to know what that is.”
I presented this information to the person involved,
and the person revealed what the secret was.
This person did acknowledge that I was intuitive!
You can “read” energy.
You can “speak to” the energy.
Develop these abilities.
They will serve you well.
This is the development of Heart Intelligence.
Heart Intelligence can translate the energy into information.
******
Black Holes are the portals of potential.
Within our heart there is a black hole portal.
Some may call it the door to Heaven that can only be entered through by
the Light of Christ.
Once passed through, we access inter-galactic and inter-dimensional
beings and information. We are accessing our own inter-dimensional
states of consciousness.
Think of OCTAVES.
There are various levels within each octave.
Depending on vibration and frequency, we attune our awareness to
various Information Streams.
We activate Inspiration, Intuition, and Telepathy.
We may receive information downloads, divine guidance, revelations,
innovative solutions, creative inspiration, and possibly warnings.

OPEN YOUR HEART
Increase your bandwidth.
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Purify to remove filters, blockages, programs, positionalities, and false
convictions.
(NO belief systems. Just BE to comprehend the Light.
Attune to the Inner Light, the Holy Spirit of Truth, and believe in THAT!)

OPEN YOUR MIND
With stillness for clear reception and pure reflection.
With attunement to Truth.
“The Holy Spirit”
“Let there be Light”

Comprehend the Light
RECEIVE information of the highest caliber.
Your consciousness is calibrated to receive information of the highest
vibration as you master your energy field and BECOME the highest
vibration which is PURE LOVE.
“Welcome Home!”
“Welcome to the Kingdom of Heaven”
This is Home for our Soul
Trust the Divine Plan

******
Center on the peace within.
Light the world with your unique flavor of love.
We are transforming consciousness and bringing
Heaven to Earth.
Visit, explore, and enjoy:
www.smile4love.com
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